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Photobooks are ideal for telling a good story – they are emotional  
and straightforward. Get to know this special art form. Whether you  
would just like to visit the exhibition or prefer to create your own photobook 
– all are welcome!

“World in Transition”, a mobile photobook project, is brought to 
Kassel by Montag Stiftung Kunst und Gesellschaft, a foundation for the arts 
in society based in Bonn and the Cologne based PhotoBookMuseum.  
We offer you various opportunities to engage on issues of global change, 
photobooks and photography at an outdoor exhibition in 5 containers on 
the open square just outside documenta hall - come rain or shine.

The exhibition features artistic photobooks by renowned international 
photographers that deal with various aspects of worldwide transforma-
tions: digitisation, climate change, migration, new forms of economic 
and political crisis. Developments that affect us all. 

Visit the Courage, our special gathering place! The ideal hub to meet 
other visitors and like-minded people. Create your own exhibition catalogue 
or produce your own photobook. Our workshops provide you with a team 
of professional photobook designers and photographers that support you 
with every step of the production – no skills required! 

• Exhibitions
• Guided Tours
• Workshops 

Free entry &
outdoors !

Programme 26th of May till 
10th of June 2018

May’18
26th of May  Opening “World in Transition”, 5 pm  
  Curator`s tour, live music & drinks

27th of May  Guided Tour: “Boat Trip to Melting Beauties:  
  Climate Change in the Photobook”, 5 pm

30th of May Guided Tour: “In Love and Troubled Times:  
  Revolution in the Photobook”, 5 pm 

June’18
1st of June  “World in Transition” is special guest at the  
  10th FotoBookFestival Kassel: presentations, exhibitions,  
  book market inside the documenta hall, 10 am – 6 pm 
  (The festival charges an entry fee.)

2nd of June  Sofa Talk with Photobook Experts  
  Courage Container, 1 pm and 6 pm 

3rd of June  Sofa-Talk with Photobook Experts  
  Courage Container, 1 pm and 4 pm  

7th of June  Guided Tour: “Debit and Credit:  
  Global Economy in the Photobook”, 5 pm

9th of June  Guided Tour: “Dreams So Blue, So Blue:  
  Migration in the Photobook”, 5 pm

10th of June  Closing Day of “World in Transition”, 5 pm 
  Showcasing the photobooks of workshop participants,  
  curator`s tour, music & drinks
 
Between the 26th of May until the 10th of June daily:

  • Guided Tours at 5 pm 
  • The Photo Vote 
  • Refreshments at the Courage
 
Free entry to all activities. 
Programme updates as of May at  
www.montag-stiftungen.de/weltimumbruch  
#WeltimUmbruch

Friedrichsplatz outside 
of documenta hall

Open daily from 
11 am to 7 pm
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http://www.montag-stiftungen.de/weltimumbruch


Photobook 
Exhibition
Browse through 22 intriguing 
photobooks: In the exhibition you 
will discover exiting photographic 
reports and eye-opening docu-
mentations on the most eminent 
changes of our time.

Photo Vote
In every city we visit we ask our  
visitors what is their favourite  
image of the exhibition. Make  
your choice in our photo vote!

Catalogue Workshop
At our catalogue workshop you can 
compile your individual version of 
the exhibition catalogue and take it 
home for free! 

Guided Tours
Daily at 5 pm our arts education team 
invites you to a general tour of the 
exhibition, tours on special topics  
or on a curator`s tour. You are also  
welcome to book a tour for your group!

Register for workshops, guided tours  

and house calls at: 

weltimumbruch@montag-stiftungen.de 

call +49 (0) 0228 26716-554  

or pop by the Courage Container  

from 26 th of May onwards.

Free entry &
outdoors !

Photobook Workshops
Create your individual photobook with 
the support of professional photogra-
phers and book designers. Just bring 
your own images: no matter whether 
they are on your smartphone, on a 
memory stick or prints – all formats  
are welcome! 

Courage Container
It’s our special gathering place: Its design 
makes reference to the photobook “Wild 
Pigeon” by Carolyn Drake. The ideal hub 
to meet other visitors over a cup of coffee 
or tea.

House Calls
From March to May we visit social and 
cultural organisations providing them 
with full information about the project. 
Get a preview of some photobooks from 
the exhibition and a clear idea of how 
your communities can participate in 
the programme. Please contact us to 
arrange a house call that suits your 
time schedule! 

Outdoor Installation
We install a selection of photographs 
from the photobooks as large prints on 
the square. You are invited to get close – 
and most welcome to touch!

All are welcome!

26th of May till 
10th of June 2018

Open daily from 
11 am to 7 pm

Friedrichsplatz outside 
of documenta hall
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Photobook 
WorkshopsFor Adults

For Kids (from age 5)

Would you like to make your own photobook? Our workshops give you an ideal 
opportunity to engage with this art form and design your own book. Bring your 
personal collection of photographs – no matter whether they are holiday snap-
shots, files on your smartphone and memory stick, or prints from your family 
album! In the 2-day workshops you are invited to see your images in a new light, 
developing fresh perspectives on the material. With the support of professional 
photographers and book designers you will edit an exiting story with your images 
and create your own photobook. Computing or photography skills are not required. 
Participation and material are free!

The venue for the photobook workshops is Dock 4, a cultural centre not 
far from the exhibition: Untere Karlsstr. 4, 34117 Kassel

26th/27th May 
1st/2nd June
6th/7th June     
8th/9th June 
 

2-day workshops 
from 10 am - 6 pm 

27th May  2 pm to 4 pm
29th May 4 pm to 6 pm
3rd June 2 pm to 4 pm
6th June 4 pm to 6 pm
7th June 4 pm to 6 pm

In the kids workshops the children work with various materials like cardboard, 
photos, crayons, and textile. They will be able to create their own photo albums 
and photo collages. They will also get an insight to the exhibition and, in a playful 
way, learn about the photobook as an art form.

The kids workshops take place at the exhibition venue just outside  
documenta hall: Friedrichsplatz 18, 34117 Kassel 

Register for workshops, guided tours and house calls at: 

weltimumbruch@montag-stiftungen.de 

call +49 (0) 0228 26716-554 or pop by the Courage Container 

from 26 th of May onwards. In collaboration with:

After stop-overs in Rostock and Duisburg “World in Transition” 
partners this year with the 10th international FotoBookFestival 
Kassel that takes place between the 31st of May and the 3rd of 
June 2018 inside the documenta hall. Enjoy this opportunity to 
meet photographers, book designers and publishing houses 
from around the globe. For information on the festival programme 
and registration check www.fotobookfestival.org.

#WeltimUmbruch

Welt im Umbruch is a co-operation of 

    
 

The Montag Stiftung Kunst und Gesellschaft is an independent non-profit 
foundation and is part of the group of the Montag Stiftungen in Bonn. In committing 
 itself to artistic approaches, concepts and projects it strives to contribute to a 
society in which everyone is free to explore diverse forms of artistic expressions 
and discover art`s potential for individual and social development. In its projects  
it engages and co-operates with a diverse range of people and organisations in 
various places, bringing arts to everyday life. 

The PhotoBookMuseum was founded in Cologne in 2014 as a non-profit organisation 
that aims to foster the photobook as a significant photographic medium.  
It serves as a public platform for collections, exhibitions and events and is commit-
ted to research and education on contemporary photobook culture. As a museum 
of the 21st century it offers an inclusive environment for active involvement with the 
arts to a diverse audience.

Contact:

Montag Stiftung Kunst und Gesellschaft 
+49 (0) 2 28 2 67 16-55 4 
weltimumbruch@montag-stiftungen.de 
www.montag-stiftungen.de/weltimumbruch

mailto:weltimumbruch%40montag-stiftungen.de?subject=%23WeltimUmbruch
http://www.fotobookfestival.org
mailto:weltimumbruch%40montag-stiftungen.de%20?subject=%23Weltimumbruch
http://www.montag-stiftungen.de/weltimumbruch


Innenhafen Duisburg, Sommer 2017#WeltimUmbruch 
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